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Abstract

Software review is a technique to improve the quality of software documents and to detect defects by reading the documents. To increase review performance (the number of defect detections and/or defect detection efficiency), many review techniques and support environments have been proposed. However, the difference between individuals is more dominant than the review techniques and the other factors. Hence, understanding the factor of individual differences between a high-performance reviewer and a low-performance reviewer is necessary to develop practical support and training methods. This thesis reveals the factors affecting review performance from an analysis of the reading procedure in software review.

To analyze the reviewers’ reading procedure quantitatively, this thesis proposes to use the eye movements of the reviewer. Measuring eye movements on each line and in a document allow us a correlation analysis between reading procedure and review performance. In this thesis, eye movements are classified into two types: Eye movements between lines and eye movements between documents. Two experiments analyzed the relationship between the type of eye movements and review performance.

In the first experiment, eye movements between lines of source code were recorded. As a result, a particular pattern of eye movements, called a scan, in the subjects’ eye movements was identified. Quantitative analysis showed that reviewers who did not spend enough time on the scan took more time on average to find defects. These results depict how the line-wise reading procedure affects review performance. The results suggest that a more concrete direction of reading improves review performance.

Then, in the second experiment, eye movements between multiple documents (software requirements specifications, detailed design document, source code, etc.) were recorded. Results of the experiments showed that reviewers who concentrated their eye movements on high-level documents (software requirements specifications and detailed design document) found more defects in the review target document efficiently. Especially, in code
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review, reviewers who balanced their reading time to software requirements specifications and detailed design document found more defects than reviewers who concentrate to detailed design document. These results are good evidences to encourage developers to read high-level documents in review.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Improvement of software quality has become extremely important today because of the increase in large-scale software systems. Software defects (i.e. bugs and failures) in large-scale systems such as banking systems cause serious economic and social damage to system users. The defects especially in power plants, airplanes, and train systems cause fatal accidents [Leveson 95]. The literature reported some serious crises caused by software defects such as the breakdown of the train station ticket examination system and engine trouble in running automobiles [Hirayama 07].

Elimination of defects in software before delivery is a necessary activity in software development organizations. In most software projects, defects in a system are detected by testing and are removed by debugging the system. However, due to growth in the size of recent software systems, defect detection requires massive costs. In addition, many defects usually remain in delivered software, and this increases the maintenance cost for fixing defects in the field. Since the size of today’s software systems keeps growing, effective/efficient defect detection techniques in software development are indispensable.
1.2 Quality Improvement Activities in Software Development

Many of techniques to improve software quality have been proposed in the field of software engineering. A brief introduction of each method is described below.

*Software testing* is one of the most used techniques in software development organizations. Testing activities within the software development and maintenance process verify system functionality while identifying remaining defects. Hence, testing is most often used to reveal the presence (and not the absence) of defects [Laitenberger 98a]. There are many studies about testing, such as proposals of new testing techniques and comparison of defect detection performance with other techniques [Cleve 05, Galli 04, Jones 02, Laitenberger 98a, Laitenberger 98b]. For example, Jones et al. proposed a visualization technique of test coverage to evaluate the completeness of implemented test units [Jones 02].

*Software review* is also applied in many software organizations. This software review is a peer review of software system documents such as source code or requirements specifications. This review is intended to find and fix defects (i.e., bugs) overlooked in early development phases, thus, improving overall system quality [Boehm 81]. Hundreds of studies are performed to improve the software review performance [Laitenberger 00]. In particular, studies about software review techniques are most performed. In Chapter 2, a literature review of the software review is presented.

In several organizations, which develop highly reliable software such as artificial satellites, aviation systems, and military systems, Software Independent Verification and Validation (SW IV&V) employed. SW IV&V is a set of frameworks and techniques to improve software reliability [Arthur 98, Lewis 92]. In the IV&V framework, a third organization independent from development organizations and clients can confirm the correctness of software documents. Confirmation from the third organization provides an objective and wide-range evaluation. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) uses IV&V techniques for confirmation of software embedded in spacecrafts.

From these quality improvement techniques, software testing and software review are widely used. In particular, the review can apply in the early phase of the development; hence, the software review is a more effective technique than testing [Melo 01, Fagan 76, Laitenberger 98a, Wiegers 02]. Especially in developing large-scale software applications, the software review is vital, since it is quite expensive to fix the defects in later integration and testing stages. A study shows that review and its variants such as walkthrough and inspection can discover 50 to 70 percent of defects in software products [Wiegers 02].

1.3 Problem – Individual Differences

In much of the literature on software review individual differences of the developer are considered to heavily affect the effectiveness of software reliability [Boehm 75, Boehm 81, Bucher 75, Davis 95, Demarco 99, McBreen 01, Myers 78, Sackman 68]. As Bucher described in his paper: “the prime factor affecting the reliability of software is the selection, motivation and management of the personnel who design and maintain it” [Bucher 75]. Several books have described the human issue as a more important factor than technical issues such as tools, development techniques, program languages, and processes [Boehm 81, Demarco 99]. Research that analyzed the project data of software development showed how the individual differences of the developer vary from 5 times to 28 times [Boehm 75, Sackman 68].

In the quality improvement activities in software development, the performance of developer is also affected by individual differences. Myers indicated that there is a tremendous amount of variability in individual performance at inspections (a sort of software review) and software testing [Myers 78]. For example, one subject found nine defects at the inspection; on the other hand, another subject who inspected the same document found only three defects. Laitenberger et al. also showed in their paper many differences in the performance of the individuals [Laitenberger 02a]. In their
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experiment, the number of defects, which the subject found, varied from zero to eighteen.

The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) proposed a People Capability Maturity Model (People-CMM) to manage and develop the workforce in software organizations [P-CMM]. The People CMM helps organizations characterize the maturity of their workforce practices, establish a program of continuous workforce development, set priorities for improvement actions, integrate workforce development with process improvement, and establish a culture of excellence.

While much of the literatures mentions the importance of individual differences in software development, only a few studies examine a factor of the differences. Analyzing the factor of individual differences from an empirical evaluation is an important way to improve software development effectiveness. That is, analyzing experienced developers’ activities leads us to establish a novel development technique that encourages other developers to perform similar activities for performance improvement. Also, analyzing inexperienced developers’ activities advances the training method of a novice developer. Hence, analyzing the factor of the individual differences from developers’ activities is a fruitful thesis topic.

1.4 Characterizing Individual Differences in Software Review

This thesis clarifies the factor of individual differences on one of the quality improvement activities, software review\(^1\). In the review, a reviewer reads the document, understands the structure and/or functions of the system, then detects and fixes defects if any. The software review is an off-line task conducted by human reviewers without executing the system. Basically, software review is a human-centered activity, hence impact of the individual differences on the review is quite dominant.

\(^1\)Hereafter, the word ”review” indicate software review, inspection, walkthrough and/or other reading techniques.
To characterize the developers’ performance in the review, we propose using the *eye movements* of the reviewer. The way of reading software documents (i.e., *reading strategy*) should vary among different reviewers. The reading strategies are indicated by the eye movements of the reviewers. Thus, we consider that the eye movements can be used as a powerful metric to characterize the performance in the software review.

In this thesis, two experiments to measure reviewers’ eye movements on software review are described. To record the reviewers’ eye movements, gaze-based review evaluation system was created. Using the system, the way of reading documents was analyzed from two different viewpoints: eye movements between lines and eye movements between documents.

## 1.5 Thesis Statement

The main claim of this thesis is that analysis of individual differences in software review is a fruitful research topic. As mentioned in Section 1.3, performance of individual reviewers is more dominant than the review techniques and other factors. However, although hundreds of studies about software review were performed, there is no research that evaluates individual differences in software review. This thesis is characterized by analyzing individual differences in software review from empirical experiments.

Another claim of this thesis is that measuring the eye movements of reviewer is a suitable way to analyze reviewers’ reading procedure quantitatively. In order to measure human activity and psychological status, biological information such as eye movements, brain waves (EEG: electroencephalograms), and heart rate variability (HRV) were used [Murata 91, Hazlett 03, Nakayama 02]. Biological information can be measured without training the subjects, and can collect quantitative, objective information. Hence, biological information is widely used in the field of psychology and Human Computer Interaction.

As the related work, we proposed to use an EEG to evaluate the usability of the software. An EEG measurement allows us an objective and quanti-
tative analysis of software usability. The measurement of eye movements in software review also allow us a quantitative/objective analysis without subject training. In addition, eye movements in the software review directly reflect the reviewers’ reading procedure. Hence, measuring eye movement in software review is a novel, suitable method for evaluation of individual differences.

1.6 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized into the following chapters:

- Chapter 1 discussed the problem and an approach is described.
- Chapter 2 describes a variety of software reviews and individual differences in the reviews.
- Chapter 3 describes a detailed approach with related work.
- Chapter 4 reports on an experiment, which evaluates reading procedures between lines.
- Chapter 5 reports on an experiment, which evaluates reading procedures between documents.
- Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a discussion of its contributions and future directions.
Chapter 2

Software Review

Software review is a technique to improve the quality of software documents and detect defects (i.e. bugs or faults) by reading the documents [Boehm 81]. In software review, a developer reads software requirements specifications, designs documents, source code, and other documents to understand the systems’ functions and structures, and then detects defects from the documents.

Defect detection by review can be performed in the early phases of software development without an implemented system; therefore, rework costs can be reduced [Laitenberger 02b]. Especially in large-scale projects, defect detection and defect correction consume huge resources, and defect detection by review is necessary. A study shows that review and its variants such as walkthrough and inspection can discover 50 to 70 percent of defects in software product [Wiegers 02].

This chapter starts with explanation of target documents, which are used mainly in the experiment on software review in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 gives a list of review techniques used to improve review performance. Section 2.3 describes the effects of the review techniques and individual differences. Section 2.4 summarizes this chapter.
2.1 Target Document

In software development, several software documents are created in each development process. Figure 2.1 describes an example of the software documents created at each development process.

Basically, the developer can review every document that was created at each process. IEEE Standard lists 37 software documents as the review target [IEEE 1028-1997]. Here, we describe three documents used mainly in studies of software review.

- **Software Requirements Specifications**
  A software requirements specification (SRS) is a description of the purpose and environment for software under development. The SRS fully describes what the software will do and how it will be expected...
to perform. Software review is the most common ways of validating an SRS [Porter 94]. The SRS is the highest level document in the software development. Defect detection in an early phase decreases the entire development costs. Hence, a software review of SRS is vital.

- Software Design Document
  A software design document (SDD) is a description of a software product that a software designer writes in order to give software development teams an overall guidance of the architecture of the software project. There are two kinds of design documents: HLDD – High Level Design Document and LLDD – Low Level Design Document. In the study of software review, SDD is written in natural language or as a Unified Modeling Language (UML).

- Source Code
  In the software development, source code is implemented after the requirement specification phase and design phase. Source code is frequently used as a review target in the literature about software review. Several studies showed that code review was significantly more effective than testing for defects detection [Melo 01, Ciolkowski 02, Laitenberger 98a].

2.2 Review Technique

Several methodologies that can be used for software review have been proposed so far. The idea behind these methods is to propose a certain criteria for reading the documents.

A review without any reading criteria is called *Ad-Hoc Reading* (AHR). *Checklist-Based Reading* (CBR) [Fagan 76] introduces a checklist with which the reviewers check typical mistakes in the document. A method, called *Perspective-Based Reading* (PBR), is used when the reviewers read the document from several different viewpoints, such as the designer’s viewpoint, the programmers and the testers [Shull 00]. *Usage-Based Reading* (UBR) [Thelin 01] is reviews the document from the users’ viewpoint. *Defect-Based Reading* (DBR) [Porter 95] focuses on detecting specific types of defects.
2.2.1 Checklist-Based Reading

Checklist-Based Reading (CBR) has been a commonly used technique in inspections since the 1970s. Checklists are based on a set of specific questions that are intended to guide the inspector during inspection [Sabaliauskaite 02]. Table 2.1 describes an example of a checklist for CBR [Thelin 03].

The checklist assists the reviewer in remembering which aspects are to be checked, but offers little guidance on what specifically to do. The reviewer has to map checklist questions to tasks and plan how to traverse the document. The reading process that builds up on a given checklist is often not repeatable and is prone to human variability and fallibility [Halling 01].

Checklists can cover a broad range of issues but may require the reviewer to read through the document several times sequentially, which restricts the applicability to documents of a limited suitable size, or makes the reviewer decide the AHR, which parts of the document to actually review, and which should actually be a part of the review planning.

Today, CBR is considered to be the standard reading technique in software organizations [Laitenberger 00]. Therefore, CBR is often used as a baseline method in empirical studies when investigating reading techniques.

2.2.2 Scenario-Based Reading

Scenario-Based Reading (SBR) uses procedures to detect specific classes of defects [Halling 01]. Based on the document and information that is supposed to be important to a stakeholder in development, a scenario consists of three parts: The introduction of the readers’ role and interest, how to extract information, and questions, which can be answered with the extracted information. The scenarios guide readers through a document with a particular emphasis or viewpoint, and, thus, must be combined to provide complete coverage of the document.

Scenarios offer algorithmic guidance and encourage the reader to actively work with the document by taking notes, annotating the document, and con-
### 2.2 Review Technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Where to look?</th>
<th>What to check?</th>
<th>How to detect?</th>
<th>Check when done</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Modules</td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Are the names of the modules consistent?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Are the modules described correctly?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Are all modules included in the design?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Signals &amp; Parameters</td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Are the names of the signals and parameters consistent?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Is the description of the signals and parameters correct?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Is the number of parameters correct for every signal?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Are the signals specified related to the correct modules?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Is the signal sequencing correct?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Are all signals specified?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>MSC:s</td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Are the MSC:s and the signal specification consistent regarding signals and parameters?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Are all signals included in the MSC:s specified and named correctly?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Is the number of parameters correctly specified?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Is the signal sequencing correct?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Are all modules included?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Are all signal routes specified?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Introductory text</td>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Is the description in the SDL design consistent?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>Is the description in the SDL design correct?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Is the description in the SDL design complete?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Example of checklist for CBR.
structing a mental model, which is supposed to lead to more coherence in the particular view of a reader. The scenario gives guidance on different levels of detail starting at major organizational entities and teaching inspectors how to recognize them, how to actively abstract relevant information and how to integrate this new information with the analysis so far. These steps are repeated on several levels of detail. SBR is typically distinguished by the following three types of applied scenarios.

**Perspective-Based Reading**

The main idea of the Perspective-Based Reading (PBR) technique is that a software product should be reviewed from the perspective of different stakeholders [Sabaliauskaite 02]. The perspectives depend on the roles people have within the software development and the maintenance process such as users, designers, implementers, and testers. To examine a document from a particular perspective, PBR technique provides guidance for the inspector in the form of a PBR scenario on how to read and examine the document.

The PBR scenario consists of three major sections: introduction (describing the quality requirements, which are most relevant to this perspective); instructions (describing what kind of documents to use, how to read them, and how to extract the necessary information) and questions (a set of questions which the inspector has to answer during the inspection). The main objective of the instructions for reading a document from different perspectives is to gain a better defect detection coverage of a software artifact.

An example of scenario (tester perspective) used in PBR is as follows [Ciolkowski 97]:

- Do you have all the information necessary to identify the item being tested and to identify your test criteria? Can you make up reasonable test cases for each item based upon the criteria?

- Is there another requirement or functional specification for which you would generate a similar test case, but would get a contradictory result?
• Can you be sure that the test you generated should yield the correct value in the correct units?

• Are there other interpretations of this requirement that the implementer might make based upon the way the requirement or functional specification is defined? Will this affect the tests you make up?

• Does the requirement or functional specification make sense from what you know about the application or from what is specified in the general description?

Usage-Based Reading

The principal idea behind Usage-Based Reading (UBR) is to focus the reading effort on detecting the most critical faults in the review target. Hence, faults are not assumed to be of equal importance, and the UBR method is aimed at finding the faults that have the most negative impact on the users’ perception of system quality. The UBR method focuses the reading effort guided by a prioritized, requirements-level use case model during the individual preparation of a software review.

In the UBR, reviewers read the design document by following the procedure:

1. Select the use case with the highest priority.

2. Trace and manually executing the use case through the design document and use the requirements document as a reference.

3. Ensure that the document under review fulfills the goal of the use case, and that the needed functionality is provided, that the interfaces are correct, etc. Identify and report the issues found.

4. Repeat the review procedure using the next use case until all use cases are covered, or until a time limit is reached.
The main idea behind Defect-based Reading (DBR) is for different reviewers to focus on different defect classes while scrutinizing the requirements documents [Laitenberger 00]. For each defect class, there is a scenario consisting of a set of questions an inspector has to answer while reading. Answering the questions primarily helps an inspector detect defects of the particular class.

The defect-based reading technique has been validated in a controlled experiment with students as subjects. The major finding was that inspectors applying Defect-based Reading detect more defects than inspectors applying either Ad-hoc or checklist-based reading. Figure 2.2 illustrates an example of questions used at DBR [Porter 95].

Figure 2.2: Example of questions used at DBR.
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2.2.3 Ad-Hoc Reading

Ad-hoc reading, by nature, offers very little reading support since a software product is simply given to inspectors without any direction or guidelines on how to proceed through it and what to look for [Laitenberger 00]. However, Ad-hoc does not mean that inspection participants do not scrutinize the inspected product systematically. The word 'Ad-hoc' only refers to the fact that no support is given to them. In this case, defect detection fully depends on the skill, the knowledge, and the experience of an inspector who may compensate for the lack of reading support.

2.3 Impact of Review Techniques and Individual Differences

To evaluate the performance of review techniques, hundreds of empirical studies have been conducted [Ciolkowski 02]. Some empirical reports have shown that CBR, which is the most used method in the software industries, is not more efficient than AHR [Porter 98, Porter 95].

UBR, PBR and DBR achieved a slightly better performance than CBR and AHR [Basili 96, Porter 98, Porter 95, Shull 98, Thelin 03]. Porter et al. showed in their study that in most cases DBR reviewers were more effective than CBR or AHR reviewers at finding the faults the scenario was designed to uncover [Porter 95]. At the same time, all reviewers, regardless of which detection method each used, were equally effective at finding those faults not targeted by any of the scenarios.

On the other hand, Halling et al. [Halling 01] report an opposite observation that CBR is better than PBR. In their work, reviewers who use a checklist are more effective regarding all defects in the document than reviewers who use a scenario. Several case studies have shown that these methods had no significant difference [Fusaro 97, Lanubile 00, Miller 98, Sabaliauskaite 02, Sandahl 98].

Sabaliauskaite et al. compared CBR and PBR when reviewing multiple
documents of UML [Sabaliauskaite 02]. In the experiment, four diagrams — class, activity, sequence and component — were used in the review. Their results revealed that PBR required less time than CBR to find defects on average, but had no significant difference. For the period of the detection rate, the difference between CBR and SBR was not observed.

The reason why the results vary among the empirical studies is that the performance of individual reviewers is more dominant than the review technique itself. This is because the review task involves many human factors.

Thelin et al. [Thelin 03] compared the effectiveness between UBR and CBR. Figure 2.3 describes one of the results in their experiment. In this Figure, the horizontal axis shows the defect detection ratio (the number of defects found / the total number of defects in the documents) of each method, and the vertical axis represents a fault classification, which comprises class A (crucial), class B (important) and class C (not important.) The Figure shows that the effectiveness of UBR is 1.2–1.5 times better than CBR on average. However, as seen in the dotted lines in the figure, the individual performance in the same review technique varies much more than the technique-wise difference.

Laitenberger et al. mentioned individual differences of review performance in their study [Laitenberger 02a]. Figure 2.4 shows individual differences in a review, which was performed in their experiment. The Figure shows the inspector’s (reviewer) performance across the inspections performed. The number at the top indicates the number of inspections in which an inspector participated. Moreover, the number of defects detected are the ones individually detected normalized with the number of functional requirements (size measure) to remove the size effect. As can be seen, there is quite a difference in the performance of the individuals.

These results showed that the individual performance in the same review technique varies much more than the method-wise difference. That is, large differences of individuals in the same review technique come from more detailed reviewers’ activities, not from abstract reading guidelines. For example, PBR instructs reviewers to use perspectives of stakeholders such as
2.3 Impact of Review Techniques and Individual Differences
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Figure 2.3: Effectiveness of Usage-Based Reading and Checklist-Based Reading.

Each perspective gives scenarios describing how the reviewer reads the software documents. However, this scenario shows only guidelines or criteria, and a more detailed/concrete reading procedure is not described. Hence, each reviewer reads the documents in their own way. The results of previous studies showed that the individual differences of detailed reading procedure are a major factor of review performance.

Analyzing the detailed reading procedure in the review from empirical evaluation is an important way to improve software development effectiveness. That is, analyzing experienced developers’ activities leads us to establish a novel development technique that encourages other developers to perform similar activities for performance improvement. Also, analyzing inexperienced developers’ activities advances a training method for the novice developer. Hence, analyzing the factor of individual differences from the
developers’ activities is a fruitful research activity.

2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter discussed review target documents and review techniques. The software review is performed on a number of software documents, with different techniques, such as CBR and PBR. This chapter also described the impact of individual differences in the software review. From the viewpoint of review performance, individual differences are more dominant than technique-wise differences.
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Eye Movement in Software Review

To characterize the reviewers’ performance in an objective way, we propose to use eye movements of the reviewer. The way of reading software documents (i.e., reading strategy) should vary among different reviewers. The reading strategy is indicated by the eye movements of the reviewers. Thus, we consider that the eye movements can be used as a powerful metric to characterize performance in the software review.

Advantages of using eye movements to evaluate software review are as follows:

- **Measurement of detailed review activity**
  Generally, most knowledge of the reviewer is difficult to express in words; hence, a common analysis method such as an interview or a think-aloud protocol [Ericsson 84] could not extract the reviewers’ characteristics. Detailed analysis of eye movements will capture the reviewers’ knowledge from their reading procedure.

- **Easy to measure**
  The second advantage in adopting the eye movements is that the eye movements provide us a data without any training of the reviewers. A related work, a method called think-aloud protocol, tapes the au-
dio and video characteristics of subjects to record their intellectual activities. However, compared to the think-aloud protocol, the eye movements do not impose training or expensive preparation upon the reviewers.

- **Quantitative evaluation**
  Using the eye movements allows us to observe the reviewers’ reading procedure with quantitative data. Quantitative analysis of eye movements and review performance data (i.e. the number of defect detection, detection time per review time) will reveal the correlation between reading procedure and review performance.

This chapter begins with an explanation of two measurement perspectives for eye movement evaluation in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 defines terminology used in this following thesis. Section 3.3 relates my thesis to previous studies of eye movements. Section 3.4 summarizes this chapter.

### 3.1 Measurement Perspectives

We chose two measurement perspectives for a structured analysis of eye movements: (1) Eye movement between lines, and (2) Eye movement between documents.

#### 3.1.1 Eye Movement between Lines

One of the measurement perspectives is eye movements between lines in a document. The software documents are not read as ordinary documents such as newspapers and stories. For instance, let us consider two kinds of software documents: source code and software requirements specifications.

The source code has a *control flow* (branches, loops, function calls, etc.), which defines the execution order among program statements. The reviewer often reads the code according to the control flow, in order to simulate exactly how the program works. On the other hand, the reviewer who reads the source code without the control flow (i.e. reads from the top of the file) requires more review time to understand the program. Figure 3.1 describes
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an example of different reading procedures, review along program control flow, and review from the top of source code.

The software requirements specification is typically structured, where a requirement contains several sub-requirements. Each requirement is written in a labeled paragraph, the set of lines. If a requirement $R$ depends on other requirements $R_1$ and $R_2$, $R$ refers $R_1$ and $R_2$ by their labels. Hence, when the reviewer reads the document, he/she frequently jumps from one requirement to another by traversing the labels.

As seen in above examples, a primary construct of a software document
is a statement. Thus, it is reasonable to consider that the reviewer reads the document in units of lines. Therefore, reading procedure between lines in a document affects review performance. In the first experiment reported in Chapter 4, we evaluate the relationship between review performance and reading procedure between lines.

3.1.2 Eye Movement between Documents

Another measurement perspective is an eye movement between documents. According to Wiegers, software review in the industry uses not only the target document but also other relevant documents, such as a High-level document [Wiegers 02]. The reviewer reads the high-level document to confirm the target document correctly contains the system requirements.

For example, in source code review, reviewers read source code as well as the requirements specification and design document to understand system structures, functions, and data structures.

Figure 3.2 describes the relationship between source code and other documents at source code review. Source code has several blocks of functions, methods, classes, etc. The reviewer reads all the blocks to understand the program entirely (e.g. through Function A to Function C) and tries to find any defect during program understanding. In addition, the reviewer reads related blocks in the system requirements specification as well as in the detailed design document (e.g. Requirement A and Design A) to find any inconsistencies among different levels of documents. This activity is a “comparison” rather than an “understanding.”

As in other relevant documents, the checklist in CBR and the scenario in SBR are also used in the review [Laitenberger 00, Sabaliauskaite 02]. In the review using these relevant documents, the reviewer reads the target document and relevant document alternately to follow these scenarios.

In such multi-document review, the reading procedure between documents affects the defect detection performance. In the second experiment
3.2 Terminologies

Here, we define several technical words used throughout this thesis. A *gaze point* over an object is the point on the object where the user is currently looking. Strictly speaking, the gaze point refers to an intersection of the users’ sight line and the object. A *fixation* is a condition where the gaze points of a user remain within a small area, \( f_a \), on a object during a given period of time \( f_t \). The fixation is often used to characterize the interests of the user.

reported in Chapter 5, we evaluate the relationship between review performance and the reading procedure between documents.

Figure 3.2: Source code review with multiple documents.
The pair \((f_a, f_t)\) characterizing the fixation is called *fixation criteria*. In this thesis, we determined the fixation criteria as the area of 30 pixels in diameter where the eye mark stays more than 50ms. The *fixation point* is a gaze point where the fixation criteria hold. The *fixation time* describes how long the gaze points fixate to the criteria.

### 3.3 Related Work

Eye movements have been used often for the purpose of evaluating human performance, especially in cognitive science. Law et al. [Law 04] analyzed eye movements of experts and novices in a laparoscopic surgerical training environment. This study showed that experts tend to watch the affected parts more than the tool in their hands, compared with novices. Kasarskis et al. [Kasarskis 01] investigated eye movements of pilots in a landing task using a flight simulator. In this study, novices tended to concentrate more on watching the altimeter than the experts did, while the experts watched theairspeed.

In the field of software engineering, research exists regarding to the exploitation of eye movements, for the purpose of, for instance, monitoring an online debugging processes [Stein 04, Torii 99], usability evaluation [Bojko 05, Nakamichi 03], human interface [Robert 95, Zhai 99].

Stein and Brennan evaluated the usefulness of eye movement information for the support of the debugging process [Stein 04]. They captured the eye movements of experienced developers while the developers detected a defect from a source code. The authors then compared the defect detection time of the developers who read the source code with the visualized eye movements of an expert and a developer without visualized eye movements. The results showed that visualized eye movements of experts accelerate the defect detection of other developers.

As far as we know, no research has directly applied the eye movements to evaluate the performance of the software review.
Few studies have conducted an analysis of a software developers’ eye movements. Crosby et al. [Crosby 90] and Bednarik et al. [Bednarik 05] analyzed developers’ eye movements in program understanding. In these studies, the source code and visualized program behavior were displayed to the developer. The authors confirmed that eye movements are useful in revealing differences between the experts’ and novices’ program reading behavior. While these studies focused on effective program understanding where executable programs are available, we focus on document review where related upstream documents are available, but executable programs are not.

3.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter showed our proposed method for the evaluation of the reading procedure of the reviewers. Using the eye movements of the reviewer, the reading procedures are evaluated from two measurement perspectives. The following two chapters report experiments performed to evaluate eye movements between lines and eye movements between documents.
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Eye Movement between Lines

This chapter reports on an empirical experiment of code review for evaluating eye movements between lines. Using eye movements to measure an environment, which we made to evaluate reading procedure on software review, 60 review processes were analyzed. As a result, we have identified a particular pattern, called scan, in the subjects’ eye movements. Quantitative analysis showed that reviewers who did not spend enough time for the scan tend to take more time for finding defects.

This chapter begins by clarifying system requirements to evaluate the reading procedure on software review as described in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 gives an explanation of the system implementation that we have developed based on the requirements. Section 4.3 explains the experimental settings and materials. Section 4.4 describes the results of the experiment. Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter.

4.1 System Requirements

To evaluate reviewers’ eye movements, an integrated environment to measure and record the eye movements during the code review is necessary. In this Section, we present five requirements to be satisfied by the system.
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Requirement R1: Sampling Gaze Points over a Computer Display
First, the system must be able to capture the reviewers’ gaze points over the software documents. Usually, reviewed documents are either shown on the computer display, or provided as printed papers. Considering feasibility, we try to capture gaze points over a computer display. To precisely locate the gaze points over the documents, the system should sample the coordinates with sufficiently fine resolutions, distinguishing normal-size fonts around 10–20 points.

Requirement R2: Extracting Logical Line Information from Gaze Points
As seen in source code, a primary construct of a software document is a statement. Software documents are structured, and often written on a one-statement-per-line basis. Thus, the reviewer reads the document in units of lines. The system has to be capable of identifying which line of the document the reviewer is currently looking at. Note that the information must be stored as logical line numbers of a document, which is independent of the font size or the absolute coordinates where the lines are currently displayed.

Requirement R3: Identifying Focuses
Even if a gaze point appears at a certain line in the document, it does not necessarily mean that the reviewer is reading that line. That is, the system has to be able to distinguish a focus (i.e., interest) from reviewers’ eye movements. It is reasonable that the fixation over a line reflects the fact that the reviewer is currently reading that line.

Requirement R4: Recording Time-Sequenced Transitions
The order in which the reviewer reads lines is important information that reflects individual characteristics of software review. Also, each time the reviewer gazes at a line, it is essential to measure how long the reviewer focuses on that line. The duration of the focus may indicate the strength of the reviewers’ attention to the line. Therefore, the system must record the lines focused on as time sequence data.
Requirement R5: Supporting Analysis
Preferably, the system should provide tool supports to facilitate analysis of the recorded data. Especially, features to play back and visualize the data significantly contribute to efficient analysis. The tools may be useful to novice reviewers for subsequent interviews or for educational purposes.

4.2 Implementation

Based on the requirements, we have developed a gaze-based review evaluation environment called DRESREM (Document Review Evaluation System by Recording Eye Movements).

4.2.1 System Architecture
As shown in Fig. 4.1, DRESREM is composed of three sub systems: (1) an eye gaze analyzer, (2) a fixation analyzer and (3) a review platform. As a reviewer interacts with these three sub systems, DRESREM captures the line-wise eye movements of the reviewers. While a reviewer is reviewing a software document, the eye-gaze analyzer captures his/her gaze points.
over the display. Through image processing, the gaze points are sampled as absolute coordinates. Next, the fixation analyzer converts the sampled gaze points into fixation points into to filter-gaze points irrelevant for the review analysis. Finally, the review platform derives the logical line numbers from the fixation points and corresponding date information, and stores the line numbers as time-sequenced data. The review platform also provides interfaces for the reviewers, and analysis support for the analysts.

In the following subsections, a more detailed explanation for each of the sub systems is given.

4.2.2 Eye Gaze Analyzer

To achieve Requirement R1, the eye-gaze analyzer samples reviewers’ eye movements on a computer display. To implement the analyzer, we have selected a non-contact eye-gaze tracker EMR-NC, manufactured by nac Image Technology Inc (http://www.nacinc.jp/). Figure 4.2 describes the eye-gaze analyzer used in the system. EMR-NC can sample eye movements within 30Hz. The finest resolution of the tracker is 5.4 pixels on the screen, which is equivalent to 0.25 lines of 20-point letters. The resolution is fine enough to satisfy Requirement R1: Sampling Gaze Points over Computer Display.

EMR-NC consists of an eye camera and image processor. The system detects reviewers’ eye images, and calculates the position, direction, and angle of an eye. Then the system calculates the position of a display where the reviewer is currently looking. Each sample of the data consists of an absolute coordinate of the gaze point on the screen and sampled date.

To display the document, we used a 21-inch liquid crystal display (EIZO FlexScanL771) set at 1024x768 resolutions with a dot pitch of 0.3893 millimeters. To minimize the noise data, we prepared a fixed and non-adjustable chair for the reviewers.
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4.2.3 Fixation Analyzer

For a given fixation criteria (see Section 3.2) and the gaze points sampled by the eye gaze analyzer, the fixation analyzer derives fixation points (as absolute coordinates) and their observation date. Extracting the fixation points from the gaze points is necessary to achieve Requirement R3: Identifying Focuses. To implement the fixation analyzer, we have used the existing analysis tool EMR-ANY.exe, which is a bundled application of EMR-NC.

4.2.4 Review Platform

The review platform is the core of DRESREM, which handles various tasks specific to the software review activities. We have implemented the platform in the Java language with a SWT (Standard Widget Tool), comprising about 4,000 lines of code.

What is most technically challenging is to satisfy Requirement R2: Extracting Logical Line Information from Gaze Points. In order to judge if the reviewer is looking at a line of the document, we use fixation points derived by the fixation analyzer. Here we define a line on which a fixation point
overlaps as the *fixation line*. The goal is to capture the line numbers of the fixation lines.

Note that the line numbers must be captured as *logical line numbers*. The logical line number is a sequence number attached to every line within the document. The line number is basically independent of the font size or the absolute position of the line currently being displayed. Hence, we need a sophisticated mechanism to derive the logical line numbers from fixation points captured as absolute coordinates. For this, we carefully consider the correspondence between absolute coordinates of points on the PC display and the lines of the documents displayed over those coordinates. We refer to such correspondence as *point/line correspondence*.

As seen in Fig. 4.1, the review platform consists of the following five components.

**Document Viewer**

The document viewer shows the software document to the PC display, with which the reviewer reads the document. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the viewer has a slider bar to scroll up and down the document. By default, the viewer displays 25 lines of the document in a 20-point font, simultaneously. The viewer polls window information (such as window size, font size, position, scroll pitch) to the fixation point/line converter. This information is necessary to manage consistent point/line correspondence.

**Event Capturer**

As a reviewer interacts with the document viewer, the reviewer may scroll, move, or resize the window of the document viewer. These window events change the absolute position of the document within the PC display, thus modifying the point/line correspondence. To keep track of the consistent correspondence, the event capturer monitors all events issued in the document viewer. When an event occurs, the event capturer notes the event and forwards it to the fixation point/line converter.
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Figure 4.3: Example of document viewer.

Fixation Point/Line Converter

The fixation point/line converter derives the logical line numbers of fixation lines (referred as fixation line numbers) from the given fixation points. Let \( p_a = (x_a, y_a) \) be an absolute coordinate of a fixation point on the PC display. First, the converter converts \( p_a \) into a relative coordinate \( p_r \) within the document viewer, based on the current window position \( p_w = (x_w, y_w) \) of the viewer, i.e., \( p_r = (x_r, y_r) = p_a - p_w = (x_a - x_w, y_a - y_w) \). Then, taking \( p_{r} \), the window height \( H \), the window width \( W \), the font size \( F \), and the line pitch \( L \) into account, the converter computes a fixation line number \( l_{p_r} \). Specifically, \( l_{p_r} \) is derived by the following computation:
Thus, the point/line correspondence is constructed as a pair \((p_a, l_{pr})\).

Note that \(l_{pr}\) is changed by the users’ event (e.g., window move or scroll up/down). Therefore, the converter updates \(l_{pr}\) upon receiving every event polled from the event capturer. For instance, suppose that the reviewer moves the document viewer to a new position \(p_{w'}\). The converter is then notified of a window move event. Upon receiving the event, the converter re-calculates \(p_r\) as \(p_a - p_{w'}\), and updates \(l_{pr}\).

Thus, for every fixation point, the fixation point/line converter derives the corresponding fixation line number, which achieves Requirement R2: Extracting Logical Line Information from Gaze Points.

**Time-Sequence Analyzer**

The time-sequence analyzer summarizes the fixation line numbers as time-sequenced data to satisfy Requirement R4: Recording Time-Sequenced Transitions. Using the date information sampled by the fixation analyzer, the time-sequence analyzer sorts the fixation line numbers by date. This is done to represent the order of lines in which the reviewer reads the document. It also aggregates successive appearances of the same fixation line number into one with the *duration*. The duration for a fixation line then reflects the strength of the reviewers’ interest in the line.

**Result Viewer**

The result viewer visualizes the line-wise eye movements using a horizontal bar chart, based on the time-sequenced fixation line numbers. Figure 4.4
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Figure 4.4: Result viewer.

shows a snapshot of the result viewer. In the figure, the left side of the window shows the document reviewed by the reviewer. On the right side of the window, the sequential eye movements of the reviewer are described as a bar chart. In this chart, the length of each bar represents the duration for the fixation line.

The result viewer can play back the eye movements. Using the start/stop buttons and a slider bar placed under the viewer, the analyst can control the replay position and the speed. On the result viewer, the time-sequenced transition of fixation lines is described by the highlighting of the line and the emphasis of bar. Moreover, the result viewer has a feature that can superimpose the recorded gaze points and fixation points onto the document viewer. This feature helps the analyst watch more detailed eye movements over the document. Thus, the result viewer can be extensively used for the subsequent analysis of the recorded data, which fulfills Requirement R5: Supporting Analysis.
4.3 Experiment

To demonstrate the effectiveness of DRESREM, we have conducted an experiment of source code review.

4.3.1 Overview

The source code review is a popular software review activity, where each reviewer reads the source code of the system, and finds bugs without executing the code.

The purpose of this experiment is to watch how the eye movements characterize the reviewers’ performance in the source code review. In the experiment, we have instructed individual subjects to review source code of small-scale programs, each of which contains a single defect. Based on a given specification of the program, each subject tried to find the defect as quickly as possible. The performance of each reviewer was measured by the time taken until the injected defect was successfully detected (We call the time: defect detection time).

During the experiment, the eye movements of the individual subjects were recorded by DRESREM. Using the recorded data, we investigate the correlation between the review performance and eye movements.

4.3.2 Experiment Settings

Five graduate students participated in the experiment as reviewers. The subjects have 3 or 4 years of programming experience, and have at least once experienced the source code review before the experiment.

We have prepared six small-scale programs written in the C language (12 to 23 lines of source code). To measure the performance purely with the eye movements, each program has no comment line. For each program, we prepared a specification, which is compact and easy enough for the reviewers to understand and memorize. Next, in each program a single logical defect was intentionally injected, which is an error of program logic, but not
of program syntax. Table 4.1 summarizes the programs prepared for the experiment.

We then instructed individual subjects to review the six programs with DRESREM. The review technique was the ad-hoc review (AHR, see Sect. 2.2.3). The task for each subject to review each program consisted of the following five steps.

1. Calibrate DRESREM so that the eye movements are captured correctly.
2. Explain the specification of the program to the subject verbally. Explain the fact that there exists a single defect somewhere in the program.
3. Synchronize the subject to start the code review to find the defect; start the capture of eye movements and code scrolling.
4. Suspend the review task when the subject says he/she found the defect. Then, ask the subject to explain the defect verbally.
5. Finish the code review task if the detected defect is correct. Otherwise, resume the task by going back to step 3. The review task is continued until the subject successfully finds the defect, or the total time for the review exceeds 5 minutes.

The above task is repeated for each of the six programs. Thus, a total of 30 review tasks (= 6 programs $\times$ 5 subjects) have been conducted. The order of assigning the six programs may yield learning/fatigue effects to the reviewer. To minimize these effects, we have used the Latin square to shuffle and balance the order.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Qualitative Analysis

After the experiment, we investigated the recorded data. Using the result viewer extensively, we played back the eye movements of the individual re-
Table 4.1: Programs reviewed in the experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Injected Defect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IsPrime</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>The user inputs an integer ( n ). The program returns a verdict whether ( n ) is a prime number or not.</td>
<td>Logic in a conditional expression is wrongly reversed, yielding an opposite verdict.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulate</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>The user inputs a non-negative integer ( n ). The program returns the sum of all integers from 1 to ( n ).</td>
<td>A loop condition is mistaken. The condition must be ((i &lt;= n)), but is actually ((i &lt; n)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum-5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>The user inputs five integers. The program outputs the sum of these integers.</td>
<td>A variable for accumulating the sum is not initialized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average-5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>The user inputs five integers. The program outputs the average of these.</td>
<td>An explicit type conversion from integer to double is forgotten, yielding a round margin in the average.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average-any</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>The user inputs an arbitrary number of integers (up to 255) until zero is given. The program outputs the average of the given numbers.</td>
<td>The number of loops is wrong. The program always calculates the average of 255 numbers regardless of the number of integers actually entered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swap</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>The user inputs two integers ( n_1, n_2 ). The program swaps values of ( n_1 ) and ( n_2 ) using function ( \text{swap}() ), and outputs them.</td>
<td>Pointers are misused. As a result, the two numbers are not swapped.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
viewers, and examined statistics. As a result, we have identified a particular pattern of the eye movements.

It was observed that the subjects were likely to first read whole lines of the code from the top to the bottom briefly, and then to concentrate on some particular portions. The statistics show that 72.8 percent of the code lines were gazed at in the first 30 percent of the review time. We call this preliminary reading of the entire code, the scan pattern.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 describe the eye movements of two subjects C and E while reviewing programs IsPrime and Accumulate, respectively. The graphs depict the time sequence of fixation lines. In the figures, the scan patterns are well observed. As seen in Fig. 4.5, this subject scans the code twice, then concentrates on the while loop block located in the middle of the code. In Fig. 4.6 this subject first locates the headers of two function declarations in lines 1 and 13. Next, the subject scans the two functions makeSum() and main() in this order. After the scan, he concentrates on the review of makeSum().

We hypothesize that the scan pattern reflects the following review strategy in source code review: A reviewer first tries to understand the program structure by scanning the whole code. During the scan, the reviewer identifies suspected portions where the defect is likely to exist. Therefore, scan quality significantly influences the efficiency of the defect detection in the review.

4.4.2 Quantitative Analysis of Scan Pattern

To verify the hypothesis, we conduct a quantitative analysis using the recorded data as follow. For each review in the experiment, we have measured a defect detection time (DDT) and first scan time (FST). For a reviewer $r$ and a program $p$, $DDT(r,p)$ is defined as the time taken for $r$ to detect the injected defect within $p$. $DDT$ is supposed to be a metric reflecting the performance (efficiency) of the review task. On the other hand, $FST(r,p)$ is defined as the time spent from the beginning of the review until $r$ reads 80 percent of the total lines (except blank lines) of $p$. $FST$ might be used
01 void main(void){
02  int i, num, isPrime = 0;
03
04  printf("Input Number:");
05  scanf("%d", &num);
06
07  i = 2;
08  while(i < num){
09    if(num%i == 0)
10      isPrime = 1;
11    i = i + 1;
12  }
13
14  if(isPrime == 1)
15    printf("%d is prime number. \n", num);
16  else
17    printf("%d is NOT prime number. \n", num);
18 }
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```c
00 OUT OF CODE
01 int makeSum(int max){
02 int i, sum;
03 sum = 0;
04
05 i = 0;
06 while(i < max){
07 sum = sum + i;
08 i = i + 1;
09 }
10 return sum;
11 }
12
13 void main(void)
14 {
15 int input, sum;
16
17 scanf("%d",&input);
18 sum = makeSum(input);
19 printf("Sum from 1 to %d is %d. \n", sum);
20 }
```

Figure 4.6: Eye movements of subject C reviewing program *Accumulate*.

$n_{DDT}$ and $n_{FST}$ are relative metrics for the individual reviewer. When $n_{DDT}(r, p)$ is greater than 1.0, $r$ spent more time than usual to detect the defect in $p$, which represents lower performance. When $n_{FST}(r, p)$ is greater than 1.0, $r$ spent more time than usual to scan the code, which represents a higher quality of scanning.

Figure 4.7 depicts a scattered plot, representing the pairs of $(n_{FST}(r, p), n_{DDT}(r, p))$, for every reviewer $r$ and every program $p$. In the figure, the horizontal axis represents $n_{FST}$, whereas the vertical axis plots $n_{DDT}$. The figure clearly shows a negative correlation between $n_{FST}$ and $n_{DDT}$. Pearsons’ product moment showed a significantly negative correlation between $n_{FST}$ and $n_{DDT}$ ($r = -0.568, p = 0.002$). That is, the first scan time is less than the average, and yields the longer defect detection time. More specifically, the defect detection time increased to 2.5 times of the
average detection time when the first scan time is less than 1.0. On the other hand, in the case where the scanning time is more than 1.0, the defect detection time is less than the average.

Thus, the experiment showed that the longer a reviewer scanned the code, the more efficiently the reviewer could find the defect in the code review. This observation can be interpreted as follows. A reviewer, who carefully scans the entire structure of the code, is able to identify many candidates of code lines containing defects during the scan. In Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, the reviewers focus their eye movements on a particular block or a function after the scanning of the code.

On the other hand, a reviewer with insufficient scanning often misses some critical code lines, and they stick to irrelevant lines involving no defects. Figure 4.8 depicts typical eye movements that could not address suspicious lines through the scanning of a program IsPrime, which is the same source
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```c
01 void main(void){
02  int i, num, isPrime = 0;
03
04  printf("Input Number:");
05  scanf("%d", &num);
06
07  i = 2;
08  while(i < num){
09    if(num%i == 0)
10      isPrime = 1;
11    i = i + 1;
12  }
13
14  if(isPrime == 1)
15    printf("%d is prime number. ¥n", num);
16  else
17    printf("%d is NOT prime number. ¥n", num);
18 }
```

Figure 4.8: Eye movements of subject B reviewing program IsPrime.

code as in Fig. 4.5. This reviewer spent insufficient scanning time compared with his/her average scanning time ($nFST = 0.51$), and the reviewer could not detect the defect. Of course, our hypothesis has been proven only with this experiment. For more generality, we plan to continue more experiments in our future research.

### 4.4.3 Using Recorded Data for Review Training

After the experiment, we conducted two kinds of interviews to investigate what the eye movements actually reflect. In the first interview, each subject was shown the source code and asked what the subject had been thinking in the code review. Most subjects commented about abstract review policies, including the strategy of understanding the code and the flow of the review. Typical comments are summarized in the first column of Table 4.2.

In the second interview, the recorded eye movements were shown using the result viewer together with the source code, and the same questions were asked. As a result, more detailed and code-specific comments were gathered. As shown in the second column of Table 4.2, each subject explained reasons why he checked some particular lines carefully and why not for other lines. It seems that the record of the eye movements well reminded the subjects
Table 4.2: Comments gathered in interviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First interview (with source code only)</th>
<th>Second interview (with source code and eye movements)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· I thought something was wrong in the second while loop.</td>
<td>· I did not care about the conditional expression of the loop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· First, I reviewed main function, and then read another one.</td>
<td>· I watched this variable declaration to see the initial value of the variable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· I simulated the program execution in my mind assuming an input value.</td>
<td>· I thought this input process was correct because it is written in a typical way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· I checked the while loop several times.</td>
<td>· I could not understand why this variable was initialized here.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of their thought.

This fact indicates that the eye movements involve much information reflecting the reviewers’ thoughts during the code review. Therefore, data captured by DRESREM can be used for training and educational purposes. The eye movements of expert reviewers would be especially helpful for novice reviewers.

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have designed and implemented a system, called DRESREM, for the eye-gaze-based evaluation of software review. Integrating three sub-systems (the eye-gaze analyzer, the fixation-analyzer and the review platform), DRESREM automatically captures reviewers’ eye movements, and derives the sequence of logical line numbers of the document in which the reviewer has focused. Thus, the system allows quantitative evaluation of how the reviewer reads the document.
An experimental evaluation of the source code review using DRESREM has therefore been conducted. As a result, a particular reading pattern, called a scan, has been found. Through the statistic analysis, it was shown that the reviewers who took sufficient time to scan the code tended to detect defects efficiently. In the subsequent interviews, reviewers made more detailed and code-specific comments when the recorded eye movements were shown. This fact indicates that the eye movements involve information reflecting the reviewers’ thoughts during the code review.
Eye Movement between Documents

This chapter reports on an experiment of review for evaluating eye movements between documents. For the measurement of eye movements between documents, the measurement environment was improved.

Using the extended system, 24 review processes were recorded. In the experiment, two types of review, design review, and code review were employed. The reasons why these reviews were employed are as follow: (1) multiple documents were used in these reviews, (2) both reviews require elaborate/detailed reading because the documents have more detailed information than other documents, such as SRS.

This chapter begins by redefining the requirements of the evaluation system for analyzing eye movements between documents as mentioned Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes metrics for evaluation of eye movements in the experiment. Section 5.3 describes the hypotheses verified in the experiment. Section 5.4 explains the experiment settings and materials. Section 5.5 discusses the results of the experiment. Section 5.6 summarizes this chapter.
5.1 System Improvement

To observe multi-document review activities, the measurement environment must identify which document the reviewer reads. Usually, multiple documents were displayed in multiple windows or in a window that has a tab to switch documents displayed in the window; hence, documents can be overlapped with other documents during review tasks. This means that the current focus of the reviewer cannot be identified from the coordination of eye movements alone. Therefore, the system should have a functionality to identify which document the reviewer is currently focused on by recording tab-switching activities and window-focusing activities.

To achieve the modified requirement, DRESREM was improved. Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of improved system, DRESREM 2.

The Review Platform is improved to show multiple documents for the reviewers and to record their operations. The procedure of recording the reviewers’ eye movements and operations is as follows. (Figure 5.1). Documents used in the review are displayed in the Document Viewer. The eye gaze analyzer outputs the reviewers’ gaze points, represented as coordinates (x, y) on a display. These sampled gaze points are converted to fixation points by the Fixation Analyzer. The Window Event Capturer observes user operations on a Document Viewer and records Window information, i.e., window position and window size, and current scroll position (line number) of the document currently focused on.

Reviewer operations such as defect description recording, keyword searching and note taking are recorded by Operation Recorder, and then the Review Information Integrator combines the operations and eye movements to create the time series data of the review history.

Recorded eye movements and operations are visualized in the Result Viewer. Figure 5.2 shows an example of visualized eye movements and operations in a source code review. In this figure, the left side of the window shows a source code that is read in the review, and the right side of the window describes eye movement fixations and operations as a bar chart.
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Also, the sequence of the eye movements can be played back in this window.

DRESREM 2 outputs review history (i.e. time series of eye movements and operations) as three type formats: document-wise, block-wise, and line-wise. In each format, eye movements were recorded as a series of fixations on documents, blocks, or lines. These formats allow users to easily analyze the review history from different granularities.

Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show examples of the reviewers’ eye movements recorded by the system. Using the quantitative data of the eye movements, the system allows a statistical analysis of the reviewers’ activity.
5.2 Metrics

In this Section, two metrics of review performance are defined. Review Quality (RQ) is defined as the ratio of defect detection in a review. RQ characterizes how completely defects are detected from the document. Review Efficiency (RE) is defined as the average detection time needed to detect a defect from the document. RE characterizes how quickly defects are detected in a review.

Let us assume that there is a review target document doc and a set of high-level documents $HD = \{hd_1, hd_2, \ldots, hd_l\}$. Here, we suppose doc has $n$ defects $F_x = \{f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n\}$ which is categorized as defect type $x$. Now, a reviewer spent time $t$ to review doc and detect defects $F_{x, \text{found}} = \{f_{i1}, f_{i2}, \ldots, f_{ik}\} \subseteq F_x$ from $F_x$. Here, review quality (RQ) and review
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Efficiency (RE) of defect type \( x \) in the \( doc \) is described as follows:

\[
RQ(doc, x) = |F_{x, found}| / |F_x| = k/n
\]

\[
RE(doc, x) = t / |F_{x, found}| = t/k
\]

The larger value of RQ shows that the review is performed more extensively, and the smaller value of RE shows that the review is performed efficiently.

We also introduce the metric Gazing Time Ratio (GTR) to evaluate how long it takes reviewers to read each document in the review. This metric is described as the ratio of fixation time to each document, and it characterizes the concentration to review time to the document.

Here, \( gtime(d) \) describes the fixation time to a document \( d(\in doc \cup HD) \). The gazing time ratio to \( d \) is defined as the following formula.

\[
GTR(d) = \frac{gtime(d)}{\sum_{d' \in doc \cup HD} gtime(d')}
\]

These three metrics are collected at each review. Hence, metrics recorded at each review instance \( r \) are described as \( r.RQ(...) \), \( r.RE(...) \), \( r.GTR(...) \).

5.3 Hypotheses

The following six hypotheses are about detailed design review and code review. These hypotheses describes how the review performance increases while a high-level document is read in both reviews.
In the following formula, SRS, detailed design document, and Source code are described as [Req], [Design], and [Code], for short. Here, \( r, r' \) shows a review instance, and \( x \) describes defect type.

**Hypothesis DQ: Review Quality in design review**

In design review, reviewers who spend more time to read the SRS find more defects on average.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Hypothesis DQ} & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{Review Quality in design review} \\
\text{Hypothesis DQ: Review Quality in design review} & \quad \Rightarrow \quad \text{Review Quality in design review}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
r . GTR([\text{Req}]) > r' . GTR([\text{Req}]) \\
\Rightarrow r . RQ([\text{Design}], x) > r' . RQ([\text{Design}], x)
\end{align*}
\]

**Hypothesis DE: Review Efficiency in design review**

In design review, reviewers who spend more time to read the SRS find defects efficiently (with less time) on average.

\[
\begin{align*}
r . GTR([\text{Req}]) > r' . GTR([\text{Req}]) \\
\Rightarrow r . RE([\text{Design}], x) < r' . RE([\text{Design}], x)
\end{align*}
\]

**Hypothesis SQ: Review Quality in code review**

In source code review, reviewers who spend more time on average to read the SRS and the detailed design document find more defects. We verify this hypothesis for each high-level document.

**Hypothesis SQ: Review Quality in code review**

\[
\begin{align*}
r . GTR([\text{Req}]) > r' . GTR([\text{Req}]) \\
\Rightarrow r . RQ([\text{Code}], x) > r' . RQ([\text{Code}], x)
\end{align*}
\]

**Hypothesis SE: Review Efficiency in code review**

In source code review, reviewers who spend more time on average to read...
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the SRS and the detailed design document find defects more efficiently (with less time). We verify this hypothesis for each high-level document.

**Hypothesis** $SE_{Req}$

\[ r.GTR([Req]) > r'.GTR([Req]) \]

\[ \Rightarrow r.RE([Code], x) < r'.RE([Code], x) \]

**Hypothesis** $SE_{Design}$

\[ r.GTR([Design]) > r'.GTR([Design]) \]

\[ \Rightarrow r.RE([Code], x) < r'.RE([Code], x) \]

5.4 Experiment

5.4.1 Overview

In the experiment, subjects were asked to find defects from a target document in design review and code review. Documents used in the experiment were about a rental house search system actually used in an industrial training workshop.

First, subjects performed the design review with four documents (the SRS, the detailed design document, the data file, and a checklist for design review) to detect defects injected into the detailed design document beforehand (See Section 5.4.2 for more details). Next, the subjects performed code review with five documents (the SRS, the detailed design document, C source code, the data file, and a checklist for code review) to find injected defects in the source code (See Section 5.4.2 for more details).

Reviews were finished when a subject (reviewer) concluded the target document had no more defects. In both reviews, time spent for a review and the number of detected defects were collected for the analysis.

Subjects were 12 graduate students and faculty members of the Nara Institute of Science and Technology. The average of their programming experience was 7.6 years, and 2.4 years for programming with C language.
Two of them had experience with software development in industries.

5.4.2 Review Type

Design Review

Design review in this thesis is defined as follows:

Target document: Detailed design document

Document used with target: SRS, checklist for design review, data file

Purpose of the review: Detect inconsistency with SRS.

Defect types: The following three types are adopted.

Non-conforming Design (ND): This defect type means that the detailed design document contains a function described in the SRS, but this function does not fulfill the requirements.

Missing Design (MD): MD means that the detailed design document has no description about a function described in the SRS.

Excessive Design (ED): This defect type indicates the existence of excess descriptions in the detailed design document, which have not been described in the SRS. This defect can be also considered as an insufficient description of the SRS.

Code Review

Code review in this thesis is defined as follows:

Target document: Source code

Document used with target: SRS, detailed design document, checklist for code review, data file

Purpose of the review: Detect defects from source code without executing the program.
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**Defect types:** The following four types are adopted refer to defect classification [Beizer 90, Chillarege 92]

**Fault in Data (Data):** This defect type includes an incorrect definition and usage of variables.

**Fault in Process (Process):** This defect type represents incorrect functional logic (such as incorrect conditional statements).

**Fault in Screen (Screen):** This is a defect of display output, which causes user confusion and/or mistakes.

**Excessive Implementation (Excess):** This type of defect indicates excess implementation in the source code, which has not described in the SRS and the detailed design document. Therefore, this defect can be also considered an “insufficient description” of the SRS and the detailed design document.

5.4.3 Materials

Documents used in the experiment were about a rental house search system actually used in an industrial training workshop. The documents consist of the requirements specification, the design document, and the data file.

This system reads a data file in which a set of rental houses is listed. A system user inputs a condition about the rental houses (e.g. distance from the nearest train station, floor space and rent) that he/she wants to look at. According to the user input, the system outputs a list of rental houses that match his or her conditions.

**SRS:** This document consists of 40 lines of Japanese text, describing system functions and requirements.

**Detailed design document:** This document describes details of each function interface, data, and processes. It consists of 30 lines of Japanese text.
Source code: This is a 5 function, 120 step C language program. All comments were removed before the experiment.

Data file: This file is read by the system when the system starts. The file consists of a list of rental houses.

Checklist for design review: This is a generic checklist for a design document review, written based on existing literature [Porter 95, Thelin 03].

Checklist for code review: This is a generic checklist for a C source code review built based on existing literature [Porter 95, Thelin 03]. Table 5.1 shows the checklist.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Collected Data

The average review time was 60.4 minutes (25.3 minutes for design review, and 35.0 minutes for code review.) Twenty-four (12 subjects × 2 type review) eye movement data were collected in the experiment. Two of the subjects were removed from the analysis because of the insufficient data accuracy of their eye movements. As a result, 22 (11 subjects’ data for each review type) data were used for analysis.

From the interview of reviewers conducted after the experiment, we confirmed that the motivation of subjects to find defects was kept high during the experiment. All subjects found at least three bugs (the average was 5.45).

Using the reviewers’ eye movements allowed us to improve the accuracy of analysis, because eye fixations to the outside of documents (Search pane, out of Document Viewer, etc.) were removed. The number of detected defects of each subject was collected from operation logs.
Table 5.1: Checklist for source code review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completeness</td>
<td>Every requirement is implemented correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initialization</td>
<td>In the following places, variables and parameters are properly initialized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Beginning of the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Beginning of loop blocks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Before function call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function call</td>
<td>Types and order of the parameters are correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage of pointer parameters is correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The function returns a correct value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Operations such as =, ==, &amp;&amp; are used correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Each sign of inequality has a correct direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Every operator is used with correct priority.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>All data in the system have correct types and values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access to data is correct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional statement</td>
<td>Statements start/end correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statements have correct conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.2 shows the fixation time for each document and the number of defect detections on the code review, and Table 5.3 shows the fixation time for each document and the number of defect detections on design review. The table described, for example, how reviewer C gazed at documents for 692 seconds in total, and detected eight defects on the code review. On the other hand, although reviewer F took twice as long to gaze at the documents, he detected only six defects.

Table 5.4 describes metrics on the code review, and Table 5.5 describes metrics on the design review. Metrics GTR and RQ are values normalized by the total time of fixation and the number of detected defects (See Section 5.2). The average of GTR in Table 5.4 shows the source code (the review target document) was almost read entirely, but the data file and checklist were not read at all.

These metrics show, for example, on code review, that reviewer C spent 65.3% of his fixation time on the source code ($GTR(\text{Code})$), spent 11.1% on the SRS, and 21.5% on the detailed design document. The same reviewer also detected all defects except the Excess in his review and he detected each defect at 86.5 seconds ($RE(\text{Code, All})$). On the other hand, the metrics of reviewer F depicts his review performance is lower than reviewer C.

Figure 5.3 describes the eye movements of a high-performance reviewer on the code review (Reviewer C), and Figure 5.4 describes the eye movements of a low-performance reviewer on the code review (Reviewer F). This graph describes a time series of eye movements on each block of documents (function or paragraph); the horizontal axis shows fixation ID (transitions of fixation among lines), and the vertical axis shows the line number of documents.

The Figure shows that the high-performance reviewer read high-level documents frequently. Conversely, the low-performance reviewer scarcely read the high-level documents, and concentrated on the target document (source code). These results indicate that our hypothesis, “the review performance increases while high-level documents are read in the review” is correct.
### Table 5.2: Fixation time and the number of defect detections on the code review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Review time (Sec.)</th>
<th>Fixation time (Sec.)</th>
<th># defect detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>269.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>149.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2257</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>248.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>179.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>2248</td>
<td>101.3</td>
<td>253.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2248</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>189.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1741</td>
<td>129.5</td>
<td>179.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>129.8</td>
<td>420.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>165.7</td>
<td>366.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>335.0</td>
<td>623.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>368.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>266.4</td>
<td>982.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>491.8</td>
<td>1209.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>1051</td>
<td>335.8</td>
<td>689.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>1151</td>
<td>471.3</td>
<td>631.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>284.7</td>
<td>644.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>404.6</td>
<td>1063.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>287.4</td>
<td>808.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1433.2</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>161.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.3: Fixation time and the number of defect detections on the design review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Review time (Sec.)</th>
<th>Fixation time (Sec.)</th>
<th># defect detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>129.8</td>
<td>420.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>165.7</td>
<td>366.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>335.0</td>
<td>623.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>368.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>266.4</td>
<td>982.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>491.8</td>
<td>1209.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1051</td>
<td>335.8</td>
<td>689.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1151</td>
<td>471.3</td>
<td>631.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>284.7</td>
<td>644.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>404.6</td>
<td>1063.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>287.4</td>
<td>808.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1046.4</td>
<td>299.5</td>
<td>709.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4: GTR for each document and review performance on code review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Gaze time ratio</th>
<th>Review quality</th>
<th>RE (Design, All)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTR (Req)</td>
<td>GTR (Design)</td>
<td>GTR (Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: GTR for each document and review performance on design review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Gaze time ratio</th>
<th>Review quality</th>
<th>RE (Design, All)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GTR (Req)</td>
<td>GTR (Design)</td>
<td>GTR (Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.665</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.3: Eye movements of a high-performance reviewer on code review (Reviewer C).

Figure 5.4: Eye movements of a low-performance reviewer on code review (Reviewer F).
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Table 5.6: Correlation between fixation ratio and review performance on design review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GTR(Req)</td>
<td>Pearsons’ r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.419</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.2 Design Review Performance

Table 5.6 describes the correlation between GTR and review performance on the design review. There is no correlation between GTR(Req) and RQ(Design, All) \((r = 0.272, p = 0.419)\). The Table shows a positive correlation, however, between GTR(Req) and RQ(Design, MD) \((r = 0.593, p = 0.054)\).

The result describes a reviewer, who, spending a longer time read the SRS, detected more omissions of the requirements. Hence, the hypothesis DQ is supported. Thus, reading the SRS yields more understanding of system requirements than reading only a detailed design document.

There is no correlation between GTR(Req) and RE(Design, All) \((r = -0.123, p = 0.719)\). Hence, the hypothesis DE is not supported. The result might be interpreted such that the target software is simple; therefore, reviewers easily understood system requirements and structures. That is, differences of fixation time to each document did not make a difference in understanding efficiency.

5.5.3 Code Review Performance

Table 5.7 describes the correlation (Pearsons’ r and its p-value) between GTR and review performance on code review. The Table shows a posi-
5.5 Results

Table 5.7: Correlation between fixation ratio and review performance on source code review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RQ(Code, All)</td>
<td>RQ(Code, Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTR (Req) Pearson's r</td>
<td>0.739</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTR (design) Pearson's r</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>-0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a positive correlation between $GTR(Req)$ and $RQ(Code, All)$ ($r = 0.739$, $p = 0.009$). Also, the Table shows a positive correlation between $GTR(Req)$ and $RQ(Code, Process)$ ($r = 0.561$, $p = 0.072$), and a positive correlation between $GTR(Design)$ and $RQ(Code, Process)$ ($r = 0.669$, $p = 0.024$). There is a positive correlation between $GTR(Design)$ and $RQ(Code, Screen)$ ($r = 0.539$, $p = 0.087$).

From the above results, the two hypotheses $SQ_{Req}$ and $SQ_{Design}$ were supported. The result suggests that spending more time on the high-level document promotes more understanding of the software requirements and improves defect detection performance in the source code review. For "Process" defects especially, reviewers found the defects effectively by reading the detailed design document, which describes the details of the program’s functions.

Table 5.7 also shows a negative correlation between $GTR(Design)$ and $RE(Code, All)$ ($r = -0.644$, $p = 0.033$). The result suggests that a reviewer who spent a longer time reading the detailed design document, detected defects within a shorter time period.

From the above result, hypothesis $SE_{Design}$ is supported. Obviously the design document had meaningful information about system structures and functions that helped the reviewer to understand the source code. Moreover, compared to the requirement specifications, the design specification was
more affinitive to implementation, hence, reading the design specification allows more effective defect detection in the source code. Hypothesis $SE_{Req}$ is not supported from the result.

### 5.5.4 Detailed Analyses

This Section shows more detailed analyses of eye movements in the review. The analyses surpass the verification of the hypotheses described in Section 5.3. However, these analyses will indicate a fruitful way of understanding review activity.

**Fixation to Review Target Document**

We analyzed the correlation between review performance and fixation time for the review target document.

Table 5.8 shows the correlation between $GTR(Code)$ and review performance on the design review. Table shows a negative correlation between $GTR(Code)$ and $RQ(Code, All)$ ($r = -0.639$, $p = 0.034$) and a negative correlation between $GTR(Code)$ and $RQ(Code, Process)$ ($r = -0.604$, $p = 0.049$). In addition, there is a positive correlation between $GTR(Code)$ and $RE(Code, All)$ ($r = 0.529$, $p = 0.094$).

This result suggests that a concentration of review time to source code yields less understanding of the system requirements and design. The result strengthens the correctness of the hypotheses on code review.

Table 5.9 shows a correlation between $GTR(Design)$ and review performance on design review. The table shows there is no correlation on design review.

**Fixation to Different High-level Documents**

In the code review of this experiment, two high-level documents (SRS, and a detailed design document) were used. We suppose concentration of reading time for different high-level document yields different review performances. For quantification of which documents were read intensively, the following
Table 5.8: Correlation between fixation ratio to target document and review performance on code review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ(Code, All)</td>
<td>RQ(Code, Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTR(Code) Pearson’s r</td>
<td>-0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.9: Correlation between fixation ratio to target document and review performance on design review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ(Design, All)</td>
<td>RQ(Design, ND)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTR(Design) Pearson’s r</td>
<td>-0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

metrics are defined.

\[
Weight_{Req} = \frac{gtime(Req)}{gtime(Req) + gtime(Design)}
\]

\(Weight_{Req}\) describes the ratio of fixation time on SRS to fixation time on high-level documents.

Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between \(Weight_{Req}\) and \(RQ(Code, All)\), Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between \(Weight_{Req}\) and \(RE(Code, All)\). The maximum value of \(Weight_{Req}\) in the experiment is 0.448; hence, the reviewer plotted the right side of the figure to read two high-level documents equally.

Statistical analysis shows \(Weight_{Req}\) and \(RQ(Code, All)\) had a significant positive correlation \((r = 0.587, p = 0.057)\). That is, spending a longer
Figure 5.5: Relationship between weight to reading requirement specification and review quality.

Figure 5.6: Relationship between weight to reading requirement specification and review effectiveness.
5.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter reported a second experiment performed to evaluate the correlation between eye movements between documents and the review performance. Using the improved evaluation environment, design review and code review with multiple documents were measured, and six hypotheses were verified.

Table 5.10 summarizes the results of verification. The results of the experiment showed that spending a longer time to read high-level documents increases review performance and spending a longer time to read the target document decreases the performance. Also, the result suggests that concentration to the SRS increases the defect detection ratio, and concentration to the design document increases the defect detection efficiency. This is good evidence to encourage developers to read high-level documents when reviewing low-level documents.
Table 5.10: Results of testing hypotheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$DQ$</td>
<td>Supported (MD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DE$</td>
<td>Not supporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SQ_{Req}$</td>
<td>Supported (All, Process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SQ_{Design}$</td>
<td>Supported (Process, Screen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SE_{Req}$</td>
<td>Not supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SE_{Design}$</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This chapter presents the final conclusion of this thesis research. It begins with a summary of the research in Section 6.1, and then lists the main contributions in Section 6.2. Finally, it discusses future directions are discussed in Section 6.3.

6.1 Research Summary

This thesis research improves software developers’ performance from the viewpoint of defect detection. Many of the development techniques to improve software quality, such as software testing and review exist. However, in software development, the impact of individual differences is a more dominant factor than the techniques themselves. Analyzing the factor of individual differences from an empirical evaluation is important to improving software development effectiveness.

This thesis clarifies the factor of individual differences on software review. Software review is one of the most adopted quality improvement techniques in the organizations. Several studies showed the review is a more efficient/effective technique than software testing. The software review is a human-centered activity; hence, the impact of individual differences on the review is quite dominant.
To characterize the developers’ performance in the review quantitatively, we used the eye movements of the reviewer. The reading strategy is indicated by the eye movements of the reviewers. Thus, eye movements can be used as a powerful metric to characterize performance in the software review.

In this thesis, a gaze-based review evaluation has been designed and implemented in an environment called DRESREM, for the eye-gaze-based evaluation of software review. The system allowed us to evaluate how the reviewers read the software document quantitatively. The system also provided features to play back the eye movements and the operations for a qualitative analysis of review activities.

Using this environment, two experiments were used to analyze the reviewers’ eye movements from different perspectives: eye movements between lines, and eye movements between documents.

In the first experiment, we analyzed eye movements between lines in a source code. The result shows that reviewers who took sufficient time for a preliminary reading of the entire code tended to detect defects efficiently.

In the second experiment, eye movements between documents were used in the design and code review. The results of the experiments showed that spending a longer time to read high-level documents increases review performance, and spending a longer time to review a target document decreases performance. Also, the results suggest that concentration to the SRS increases the defect detection ratio, and concentration to the design document increases defect detection efficiency. These results are good evidence to encourage developers to read high-level documents when reviewing low-level documents.
6.2 Contributions

There are three main contributions from this research:

- **The Idea of Eye Movement Measuring in Software Review**
  To analyze the reviewers’ activity, their eye movements for software documents were recorded. Eye movements in the software review directly reflect the reviewers’ reading procedure. Hence, reviewers’ intentions on the review were easily understandable from the data. This is a great advantage of eye movement compared to interview or think-aloud protocols. Employment of eye movements also enabled an objective, quantitative analysis of review procedure.

- **The System Implementation**
  A gaze-based review evaluation environment is the result of this thesis research. The environment automatically captures reviewers’ eye movements, and derives the sequence of logical line numbers of the document on which the reviewer has focused. This enables a user in the evaluation environment to conduct a line-wise analysis of reading procedures. Analysis of the line-wise eye movement data is much easier than coordinate-wise eye movement data. The system also supported an analysis to visualize the eye movements. Visualized eye movements and the operation of the reviewer helps the user to understand the reviewers’ activity.

- **Insight from the Empirical Studies**
  Two empirical experiments revealed the correlation between reading procedure and the review performance of the review. The reviewers spent a longer time “scanning” the source code, and spent a longer time reading the SRS and/or design document. This result is suggested from studies of program comprehension. The experiments show empirical evidence for the researchers, and this is one of the achievements of this thesis.

  Also, the result suggested that spending a longer time reading the SRS increases the defect detection ratio, and conversely, spending a longer time reading the design document increases the defect detection efficiency. Since the defect detection ratio and the detection time
per defect are both important, developers need to read both the requirements’ specification and the design document in a source code review.

These results show a more concrete reading technique that can be used to increase review performance as follows:

1. Scan the all elements in a high-level document such as an SRS to comprehend roughly the structures of the system.
2. Select one of the elements in the high-level document and read intensively for a detailed understanding.
3. Scan a low-level document such as a design document that describes the elements selected above.
4. Read the low-level document intensively for a detailed understanding.

This reading technique defines detailed action in the review that was not mentioned in the existing techniques. The techniques may improve the effectiveness of a low-performance reviewer. Moreover, the reading technique is applicable with existing review techniques such as CBR and PBR. Hence, developers can implement the technique without enormous process modification.

The results of the two interviews indicated that subjects perceived their unconscious activities by watching their own eye movements. Subjects perceived their ‘scan’ pattern from eye movements recorded from the first experiment. The results suggest that measuring the reviewers’ eye movements enables experimenter to externalize implicit knowledge, i.e., the knowledge of how to go about doing something.

### 6.3 Future Directions

In this thesis, we have conducted experiments of the source code design review. However, we believe that DRESREM (and DRESREM 2) is applicable to other kinds of practical software documents as well.
6.3 Future Directions

As seen in the Section 4.2.4, the primary feature of the environment is the line-wise gaze tracking, which is especially suitable for (a) structured documents, (b) documents formed by multiple statements, (c) documents written in a one-statement-per-line basis, or (d) documents that have special flows (e.g., control flow, labeled references, etc.). Such software documents include requirement specifications, use case descriptions, program code (source, assembly) and test cases.

On the other hand, the documents mainly constructed from figures, diagrams and charts are beyond the scope of DRESREM. In object-oriented programming, diagram-centered documents such as class diagrams, sequence diagrams, and state chart diagrams are created. Line-wise analysis of eye movements is inadequate for such documents. However, for these documents, the eye movements should be tracked and evaluated on a point-wise basis, rather than the line-wise basis. Therefore, we can use the sampled fixation points directly, without performing the point/line conversions (see Section 4.2.4). We can cope with this by customizing DRESREM 2, or by using other existing systems. Thus, we believe that this is not a critical problem.

The evaluation of tool-assisted review is also an interesting topic to establish an efficient review technique. The recent sophisticated IDEs (Integrated Development Environments) provide many convenient features for writing/reading software documents, including word searches and the call hierarchy view. Tracking eye gaze over the IDE may suggest an efficient way of tool assistance for software review.

This thesis focused on the individual differences in software review. Likewise, an evaluation of individual differences in debugging, testing, and implementation is also an interesting research question. Tracking eye gaze over the IDE may also be a helpful mechanism to measure the developers’ behaviors regarding debugging, testing, and implementation.

In this thesis, we extract eye movement patterns manually. Recent study about eye movement measurement proposed a support system named eye-Patterns to extract the patterns from subjects’ eye movements [West 06].
Such a support system is suitable for extracting patterns from reviewers’ eye movements efficiently. Also, some modeling methods such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are useful for pattern matching.

These are all very interesting research themes, but we are unable to perform them at this stage of the research. However, we believe empirical studies of individual differences in software development will produce extremely useful insights for excel training methods and support environments.
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Appendix

A Source Code Used on First Experiment

A.1 IsPrime

void main(void){
    int i, num, isPrime = 0;

    printf("Input Number:");
    scanf("%d", &num);

    i = 2;
    while(i < num){
        if(num%i == 0)
            isPrime = 1;
        i = i + 1;
    }

    if(isPrime == 1)
        printf("%d is prime number.\n", num);
    else
        printf("%d is NOT prime number.\n", num);
}
A.2 Accumulate

```c
int makeSum(int max){
    int i, sum;
    sum = 0;

    i = 0;
    while(i < max){
        sum = sum + i;
        i = i + 1;
    }
    return sum;
}

void main(void)
{
    int input, sum;

    scanf("%d", &input);
    sum = makeSum(input);
    printf("Sum from 1 to %d is %d.\n", input, sum);
}
```
A.3 Sum-5

```c
void main(void){
    int i, input, sum;

    i = 0;
    while(i < 5){
        scanf("%d", &input);
        sum = sum + input;
        i = i + 1;
    }

    printf("Sum:%d\n", sum);
}
```
A.4 Average-5

```c
void main(void){
    int i, input, sum;
    double ave;

    sum = 0;

    i = 0;
    while(i < 5){
        scanf("%d", &input);
        sum = sum + input;
        i = i + 1;
    }

    ave = sum / i;
    printf("Average:%f\n", ave);
}
```
A.5 Average-any

#define MAX 255
void main(void){
    int i, num, list[MAX];
    double sum=0;
    
    i = 0;
    while(i < MAX){
        scanf("%d", &list[i]);
        if(list[i] == 0)break;
        i = i + 1;
    }
    
    num = i;
    
    i = 0;
    while(i < MAX){
        sum = sum + list[i];
        i = i + 1;
    }
    
    printf("Average of %d Num is %f.\n", i, sum/i);
}
A.6 Swap

void swap(int a, int b){
    int tmp;
    tmp = a; a = b; b = tmp;
}

void main(void){
    int list[2], i;

    i = 0;
    while(i < 2){
        printf("Data #%d:", i+1);
        scanf("%d", &list[i]);
        i = i + 1;
    }

    swap(list[0], list[1]);

    i = 0;
    while(i < 2){
        printf("Data #%d:%d\n", i+1, list[i]);
        i = i + 1;
    }
}
B Documents Used on Second Experiment

B.1 Software Requirements Specifications

User is requesting a rental house search system using the following structure:

```c
struct house {
    char name[20]; /* Name of house */
    int area; /* Floor space */
    double distance; /* Distance from nearest station (km) */
    int rent; /* Rent per month (JPY)*/
};
```

Requirement specification of the system is as follow:

- Read data file to get a list of houses.
  File name is given as command-line argument:
  e.g. $./a.exe house.dat

- Each line of data file consist from name, floor space, distance from nearest station, and rent per month as tab separated values.
  The maximum number of the data is 100.
  More than the maximum number of data is ignored.
  The system is exit when the data file is empty.

Example of data file:

```
LionHouse 40 5.7 150000
PensionTamada 10 2.5 70000
```

- At first, user selects a search condition from area, distance, and rent.
  Then input a range of the search. Only a integer is accepted.
- The system output a list of rental house which satisfy the condition. Output consists from name, area, distance, and price.

- The system exit when the user selects exit from the condition.

- The system does not consider file format error and file read error.
B.2 Detailed Design Document used on Design Review

int main(int argc, char *argv[]);
At first, this function gets a name of data file from command-line argument.
Then read the data file using read_housefile function, and store the list of house to filename which used by every other functions. When the file contains no data, output the message, then exit. At next, give the user input (search condition and range) to house_search.
To add the new house data (newhlist), function write_housefile is used.
The system exit when the user select exit.

int read_housefile(struct house hlist[], char filename[]);
This function reads the data file (filename) and stores a list of house to house list (hlist).
Each house data is stored to the structure using set_house function. Return of the function is the number of house read from the file.

int write_housefile(struct house hlist[], char filename[]);
This function adds new house data (newhlist) to the end of the data file.
Return is the number of the house added successfully.

void house_search(struct house hlist[], int dataNum,
                  int selectNum, double lower, double upper);
This function searches hlist using search condition (selectNum) and search range (lower, upper).
Then output the list of the house at ascending order.
To internal process, the number of the house contained in hlist (dataNum) is given.
Output of each house data is performed by show_house function.

selectNum: area[0], distance(m)[1], exit[9]
struct house set_house(char name[], int area, double distance);
This function set a data of house to house structure.
Return is a structure contains the house data.

void show_house(struct house *hs);
Output the house data (name, area, distance, rent) from hs.
int main(int argc, char *argv[]);
At first, this function gets a name of data file from command-line argument.
Then read the data file using read_housefile function, and store the list of house to filename which used by every other functions. When the file contains no data, output the message, then exit. At next, give the user input (search condition and range) to house_search function.
The system exit when the user select exit.

int read_housefile(struct house hlist[], char filename[]);
This function reads the data file (filename) and stores a list of house to hlist. The maximum number of the data is 100. More than the maximum number of data is ignored. Each house data is stored to the structure using set_house function. Return of the function is the number of house read from the file.

void house_search(struct house hlist[], int dataNum, int selectNum, int lower, int upper);
This function searches hlist using search condition (selectNum) and search range (lower, upper). Then output the list of the house. To internal process, the number of the house contained in hlist (dataNum) is given.
Output of each house data is performed by show_house function.

selectNum: area[0], distance(km)[1], rent(JPY)[2], exit[9]

struct house set_house(char name[], int area, double distance, int rent);
This function set a data of house to house structure.
Return is a structure contains the house data.
void show_house(struct house *hs);
Output the house data (name, area, distance, rent) from hs.
B.4 Source Code

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>

#define MAXHOUSE 255

struct house {
    char name[20];
    int area;
    double distance;
    int rent;
};

struct house set_house(char name[], int area, double distance, int rent) {
    struct house temp;
    strcpy(temp.name, name);
    temp.area = area;
    temp.distance = distance;
    temp.rent = rent;
    return temp;
}

void show_house(struct house *hs) {
    printf("%s\t", hs->name);
    printf("%d\t", hs->area);
    printf("%lf\t", hs->distance);
}

int read_housefile(struct house hlist[], char filename[]) {
    int i;
    FILE *fp;
    char name[20];
```
int    area;
double distance;
int    rent;

fp = fopen(filename,"r");
if(fp == NULL){
    printf("Cannot open file %s. \n",filename);
fclose(fp);
    return 0;
}else{
    i = 0;
    while(fscanf(fp,"%s\t%d\t%lf\t%d", name, &area, &distance,
                   &rent) != EOF){
        hlist[i] = set_house(name, area, distance, rent);
        i++;
    }
fclose(fp);
    return i;
}

void house_search(struct house hlist[], int dataNum,
                   int selectNum, int lower, int upper){
    struct house *ph;

    printf("Name    area    distance    price\n");

    for(ph= hlist; ph < hlist+dataNum; ph++){
        switch(selectNum){
        case 0:
            if(ph->area >= lower && ph->area <= upper)
                show_house(ph);
            break;
        case 1:
            if(ph->distance >= (double)lower ||
                ph->distance <= (double)upper)
show_house(ph);
    break;
  case 2:
    if(ph->rent >= lower && ph->rent <= upper)
      show_house(ph);
    break;
  }
}

int main(int argc, char *argv[]){
  struct house houseList[MAXHOUSE];
  int i;
  int dataNum;
  int selectNum;
  int lower, upper;

  if(argc != 2){
    printf("Usage: %s datafile
", argv[0]);
    return 1;
  }

  dataNum = read_housefile(houseList, argv[1]);

  if (selectNum > 0) {

    while(1) {
    printf("Area[1], distance(km)[2], price[3], exit[9]: ");
    scanf("%d", &selectNum);

    switch(selectNum){
    case 0: printf("Search by Area.
"); break;
    case 1: printf("Search by distance.
"); break;
    case 2: printf("Search by price.
"); break;
    case 9: printf("Exit.
"); goto Loop_End;
    default: printf("Invalid input.
"); continue;
printf("#Input range by integer "Upper-Lower":");
scanf("%d-%d",&lower,&upper);

house_search(houseList, dataNum, selectNum, lower, upper);
}

else{
    printf("Empty data file.\n");
}
return 0;
### B.5 Data file

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LionHouse</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>150000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PensionTamada</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>70000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DormitoryNaka</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>80000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PalaceIgaki</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>350000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RabbitHome</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YamadaSo</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>60000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OtogiriSo</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>120000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrismTanaka</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>115000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FrontIshii</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TowerSuit</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>250000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HillSasaki</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>80000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MountTakata</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>55000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeavenCry</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>100000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TearHamada</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>330000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkyCourtArima</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>150000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VogueYoshino</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>52000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrandYukari</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>35000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BeautyUmezawa</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>72000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkynetTunoda</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>68000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RandomMurakami</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>170000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B.6 Checklist for Detailed Design Review

Completeness
   Required functions are entirely comprised by design specification.
   Every required output is created correctly.
   Every input to the system is provided.
   External data such as file is provided.

Data structure
   Data structure of the system is defined.
   Every roles and functions of data is clarified.

Function
   Necessary functions are listed correctly.
   Every roles of each function is clarified.
   Every interface of each functions is defined.
B.7 Checklist for Code Review

Completeness
Every requirement is implemented correctly.

Initialization
At following steps, variables and parameters are initialized.
  Beginning of the program.
  Beginning of loop blocks.
  Before function call.

Function call
Types and order of parameter are correct.
Usage of pointers is correct.
The function returns correct value.

Operation
Operations such as =, ==, && are used correctly.
Each sign of inequality has correct direction.
Every operator is used with correct priority.

Data file
Every data has correct types and values.
Access to data is correct.
Every file fulfills following conditions.
Define correctly before access.
It is opened before access.
It is closed after access.

Conditional statement
Statements start/end correctly.
Statements have correct condition.
## Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>absolute coordinate</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad-Hoc Reading</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checklist-Based Reading</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect detection time</td>
<td>36, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect-Based Reading</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESREM</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye gaze analyzer</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye movement</td>
<td>5, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first scan time</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation analyzer</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation criteria</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation line</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation line number</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation point</td>
<td>24, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fixation time</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gaze point</td>
<td>23, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gazing time ratio</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high-level document</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human factor</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual differences</td>
<td>3, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inspection</td>
<td>3, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logical line number</td>
<td>30, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normalized defect detection time</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normalized first scan time</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People Capability Maturity Model</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-Based Reading</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>point/line correspondence</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading strategy</td>
<td>5, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review efficiency</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review platform</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review quality</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>review technique</td>
<td>2, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scan pattern</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario-Based Reading</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software design document</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software IV and V</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software quality</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software requirements specifications</td>
<td>8, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software review</td>
<td>2, 4, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software testing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source code</td>
<td>9, 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source code review</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unified modeling language</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage-Based Reading</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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